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Abstract

Today, bibliographical information is kept in a variety of data sources world wide, some of them pub-
lically available, and some of them also offering information about citations made in publications.
But as most of those sources cover only certain areas of publications it is currently not possible to
follow citation links when information about the referenced publication is not stored locally. This
is known as the citation linking problem. In this paper we present an approach to integrating bib-
liographical information including citation information from various sources providing a platform
for the solution of the citation linking problem. The approach is based on a loosely coupled federa-
tion using the FRAQL language and its conflict resolution mechanisms. Furthermore, we describe an
adapter allowing a seamless integration of various sources in an heterogeneous and highly distributed
environment.

1 Motivation

Over the last years the way information is accessed has changed significantly because of the rise of the
Internet and a move toward electronic publishing. New techniques had to be developed to efficiently
look up the information of interest for a given user among the huge amount of information available.
While good progress has been made on this issue using new approaches for information retrieval there
is still work to be done on discovering complementary and related information that is contained in var-
ious sources. Though a skilled user with knowledge about relevant sources can easily follow implicit
relationships using interfaces from the various information providers this does not hold true for the ma-
jority of potential users. Furthermore, these implicit relationships cannot be used to derive some higher
level knowledge. Hence, making implicit knowledge on the web explicit and integrating complementary
information is one of the main tasks for the next years.

Publishers, libraries and computer scientists engage in developing digital libraries and electronic
catalogues to make the publications themselves (digital contents) and their accompanying metadata (bib-
liographical data about the publications) available and to offer various services based on the provided
information. Those libraries and catalogues currently serve certain areas of research, for instance the
ACM and IEEE digital libraries providing metadata and full text for computer science in general and the
German DBLP service providing metadata for the field of database research. The services these different
libraries and catalogues provide vary in their quality, for instance full text versus bibliographical data,
quantity and the associated cost model.

Usually citations are used within scientific publications to link the contents to related work or pub-
lications containing basic or more detailed descriptions of mentioned concepts. These citations must be
considered part of the metadata for a given document. In most systems offering full texts the citations are
included in the contents and cannot easily be used. Some systems providing metadata also offer citation
metadata as part of it. This is still very problematic, because a system that only covers a certain area
or amount of publications cannot guarantee a meaningful resolution of such a citation. For example a
publication on the Human Genome Project is very likely to cite publications from the biological as well
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as from the computer science area. A researcher looking up such a paper in the DBLP catalogue might
be interested in papers from both areas, but in the current situation it is not possible to look up papers
that are not in the local system. Therefore, their location cannot be resolved.

This problem is known as citation or reference linking and potential uses of a universal view of ci-
tations among scientific publications have been discussed since the early 1950’s. More than just making
these links “browsable” or (more general) “actionable” towards referenced and (!) to referencing publi-
cations the vision right from the beginning was much broader. It can bring additional value in making
scientific progress more visible and understandable. Using knowldege discovery techniques can help
to classify and cluster work and thus discover development trends, anomalies and dependencies among
workgroups and research topics [Gar79].

Though this vision has been around for quite some time now only during the last few years first steps
toward the realization have been done. The major problems are integration of metadata from the various
available sources and the identification of objects in this global, integrated scope. For the latter prob-
lem current developments in the WWW technology and probabilistic approaches for identifying object
seem to be promising. New techniques to tackle the problem of metadata integration were developed in
the area of integration of information systems, such as federated database systems and mediator based
architectures. The integration of digital libraries and electronic catalogues using these approaches is
considered one of the main tasks in the digital library community [SC99].

2 Related Work

For certain research areas citation indexes have been published in paper form practically since the be-
ginning of scientific publishing. Well known indices like those provided by the Institute for Scientific
Information (ISI) are available as databases and in some cases are also available online. In [Cam97]
Cameron proposes a universal database dedicated to keeping citation indexes. The main problem with
both above mentioned approaches is that citation information has to be added and maintained manually
and that there is no concept of using existing information from a variety of sources already providing this
service.

In other projects like CiteSeer and the Open Journal project attempts have been made to automatically
discover citation information. The CiteSeer system as described in [BLG98, LGB99] provides a universal
database that is build from extracted metadata from scientific publications found on the World Wide Web
using standard search engines and specific heuristics. During the CiteSeer project various approaches to
identifying same objects in this scenario were investigated.

As part of the Open Journal project a citation service was developed that based on existing citation in-
dexes from the ISI and a citation agent extracting citations information from newly uploaded documents
similar to the CiteSeer approach [HCH+97, HCH+98]. Another focus was on making the references
“actionable” based on technology from the Distributed Link Service (DLS) [Car97].

While on the one side universal databases for citation indexes and ways to efficiently fill these
databases with useful data are proposed, on the other side the problem is being addressed by devel-
oping a universal digital identifier for documents and according resolution mechanisms. The currently
most relevant initiative is the Digital Object Identifier (DOI) [Pas99a, Pas99c]. Basically its intention
is to provide persistent, globally unique names for documents. Those names are independent of their
location. The DOI resolution mechanism is based on the Handle System [PC96] developed by the CNRI.
A DOi (lower case indicates a single instance) can be used as an Universal Resource Name (URN) ac-
cording to the guidelines proposed to the World Wide Web Consortium [The96, LPD98]. If the DOI
concept becomes widely accepted and used, resolving the citation linking problem becomes easy. First
approaches were described in [Pas99b] and [LR99].

As integration of various sources for bibliographical information is one of the major tasks in the
development of digital libraries, concepts from the area of information system integration are adopted
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to this usage scenario. A federated database system is a distributed system consisting of different het-
erogeneous database systems or local file clusters [HM85]. These cooperating but autonomouslocal
systems are coupled by the federated database management system. The FDBS provides a uniform and
transparent interface to the heterogeneous and distributed data sources of independently developed local
systems. The FDBS communicates with the local systems using their own interfaces. Therefore, the
local database systems and application programs can remain unchanged.

The currently most applicable solutions are based on loosely coupled federated database systems in
connection with a multidatabase language and mediator based-systems. Query languages supporting the
integration of heterogeneous sources are for instance multidatabase languages like MSQL [GLRS93],
SQL/M [KGK+95] and SchemaSQL [LSS96]. Examples of system implementations are federated
database systems like IRO-DB [GGF+96], Pegasus [ASD+91] or IBM DataJoiner [VZ98] as well as
mediator-based systems like TSIMMIS [GPQ+97], Garlic [CHS+95] or Information Manifold [LRO96].

3 Citation Linking: Fundamentals

In this section we present our approach of citation linking as part of a federation service for digital
libraries. The approach is based on FRAQL, a query language for loosely-coupled database federations.
In the following we first introduce the basic idea of our citation linking approach. In the next section we
will discuss the implementation in FRAQL.

Linking citation references from different bibliographical sources requires global unique keys which
identify the document entries. An ideal solution would be the usage of standardized identifiers, like
the DOI approach discussed in section 2. However, most of the existing online libraries use their own
proprietary format for identifying documents. Therefore, if we want to integrate these sources, we have
to deal with these formats. In this context two main problems have to be solved:

(a) guaranteeing the global uniqueness of the identifiers,

(b) resolving non-local references, which refer to documents from another source.

Our approach of a federation service bases on a global integrated schema for all document sources. So,
we can define a federated bibliographical library BibDB as a set of named relations containing sets of
bibliographical items BibItem, whereas SName denotes the set of all source names:

BibDB , SName� PBibItem

Each BibItem consists of a document identifier (key) BibKey, several bibliographical attributes
A1; : : : An like title, authors etc. and a set of references to other documents (citations). Here, a reference
is also a document identifier and forms a link:

BibItem , BibKey �A1 � � � � �An � PBibKey

Finally, a document identifier BibKey is constructed by combining the source name and the local docu-
ment identifier denoted by the set OID:

BibKey , SName�OID

A valid global document identifier is a tuple (src; oid) 2 BibKey with:

(a) src denotes an existing source: src 2 SName

(b) oid is an existing document identifier in the source src i.e.,
9(src; items) 2 BibDB;9(id; a1 : : : an; cites) 2 items : oid = id
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With this simple model we are able to build a federated bibliographical library, if we ensure that all
document identifiers (document keys and references) are valid. But because each source uses its own
identification scheme, a mapping between the global document identifiers and the local identifiers has to
be established. This mapping is required for the document keys as well as for the references. Because
each existing key uniquely identifies a document, we can create a global document identifier by simply
adding the source name. Therefore, the global identifier of the document, denoted by the local identifier
id in the source src, is the tuple (src; id).

However, the mapping of references is more complex. Here we have to distinguish between local
resolvable references and inter-source references. A local referenceis a citation of a document from the
same source. Here, we can construct the global identifier again by simply adding the source name. An
inter-source referenceis a citation of a document, which is stored in another source. In this case, we
have to provide a mapping table, which relates the reference identifier with the global identifier of the
referenced document i.e., this table implements a function f : OID 7! BibKey. Normally, the mapping
table has to be built and maintained manually, but data analysis tools may provide support for this task.

4 Citation Linking: FRAQL Implementation

As stated above, our implementation approach is based on FRAQL. This language is a query language
for object-relational database federations. It extends SQL by features for defining federations, accessing
metadata in queries, restructuring query results, and resolving integration conflicts. This is comparable
with other multidatabase languages like MSQL or SchemaSQL, but in contrast to these, FRAQL is
extensible by user-defined data types and functions and it supports dynamic integration of new sources.

In FRAQL, a federation is a set of databases consisting of relations. A database can be provided by
a full-featured DBMS or even by a Web source encapsulated by a wrapper ([RS97]). This wrapper has
to implement the query mechanisms which are not supported directly by the source. FRAQL is based
on an object-relational data model: it supports the definition of object types and object tables derived
from types. Using object-relational features simplifies the integration of post-relational data sources
(e.g. ODBMS-based sources or XML datastores) and provides more advanced modeling concepts for
schema definition.

Object typesdescribe the structure of objects as sets of attributes and their domains. Types can be
organized in a specialization hierarchy. Object tablesrepresent global relations of the federation. Here
we distinguish between import and integration relations. An import relation is a projection of a local
relation of a data source. The import relation is defined by specifying the origin (the identifier of the
source) and, if required, a mapping between local and global attributes.

create table global_name of type name as import from source.local_name
[ mapping_definitions ];

In the above table definition, the attribute mapping can be described in the following forms:

� Without an explicit mapping, a local attribute corresponding to an attribute defined by the global
object type in terms of identifier and type becomes an attribute of the global relation.

� The notation g nameis l namemeans renaming the local attribute to g name. This requires type
compatibility.

� The notation g nameis func(l name)defines that the global attribute value is calculated by using
the user-defined function funcon the local attribute value.

� The definition g nameis @tbl (l name, src, dest, default)means that the database table tbl is used
for mapping the values from the local attribute l name. This value of the global attribute is obtained
by looking for the value of attribute l namein column srcand retrieving the corresponding value of
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column dest. The field defaultdenotes a default value, either as literal or as local attribute, which
is assigned to the global attribute, if the value of l nameis not found in the table. In fact, this kind
of attribute mapping is evaluated by a left outer join, whereas the NULL value is replaced by the
default value default.

An integration relationis a view on other global relations combined by using operators like union, �-join
and outer join. In addition, the standard SQL operations selection and projection are provided, too. An
integration relation is defined as follows, where the term table expression denotes a SQL view
definition with extensions described elsewhere.

create table global_name of type_name as table_expression;

As an extension to standard SQL, attributes of tuple variables in queries can be obtained during eval-
uation. This means, while in SQL names of attributes and relations are constants, in FRAQL they can
be constructed from current values of other tuple attributes. This variable substitutionis written in the
notation $var and can appear anywhere in a query, where names of attributes or relations are expected.
For example, the expression tbl1.$(tbl2.col) means the attribute of the current tuple of relation
tbl1 whose name is obtained from the current value of tbl2.col. In the same way, a relation in the
FROM clause or a query could be dynamically determined. The following query selects ISBN and title
information from all relations implementing the object type book. So it is equivalent to a union of all
these relations.

select t2.isbn, t2.title
from catalog.tables t1, $(t1.name) t2
where t1.type_name = ’book’;

With the help of these features the global schema as well as the mapping to the local schemata can be
defined. In the following we assume for simplification that each local source schema contains only one
relation of the form:

Publications(Key;Attr1; : : : ; Attrn; fRef1; : : : ; Refmg)

Here Key denotes the document identifier, Attri a bibliographical attribute (author, title, journal etc.)
and Refj the citation as a document reference. Because of the currently limited capabilities of the
FRAQL data model—it lacks support for multi-valued attributes—this relation has to be transformed
into normal form. For this purpose, two object types PublType for the “publication” entities and
RefType for the “references” relationship are defined:

create type PublType (
id varchar(20),
source varchar(20),
title varchar(100),
authors varchar(100));

create type RefType (
id varchar(20),
source varchar(20),
ref id varchar(20),
ref_source varchar(20));

In both type definitions the attribute pairs (id, source) and (ref id, ref source) form the doc-
ument identifier according to the definition in section 3. Furthermore, the source relation Publica-
tions is transformed into first normal form by the FRAQL source adapter. So, an example relation
exported by the adapter may look like shown in Fig. 1.

Based on these types the FRAQL import relations are specified. First of all, for each source N the
relation Publications is partitioned into a relation Publ N of type PublType and a relation Ref N
of type RefType. Furthermore, the global attribute source of relation Publ N is initialized with a
literal name identifying the source (in our case the name of the relation Publ N ):
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Key Title Authors References

Ada98 Databases Adams Sco98
Ada98 Databases Adams Mey92
Sco98 Dig. Libraries Scott Moo94

(a) Local Relation Publications

id source title authors

Ada98 Publ 1 Databases Adams
Sco98 Publ 1 Dig. Libraries Scott

(b) Import Relation Publ 1

Figure 1: Publications Relations

create table Publ 1 of PublType as
import from src 1.Publications (
id is Key,
source is "Publ 1",
title is Title,
authors is Authors);

For the example relation from Fig. 1(a) the resulting contents of the import relation is shown in Fig. 1(b).
In order to map the inter-source references we have to provide the mapping table mentioned in section

3, which relates the local reference identifiers to the global identifiers. This mapping table is stored in a
local component database of the federation and has to be built by hand. For the example in Fig. 1(a) the
table contains the values shown in Fig. 2(a). It can be used for mapping the reference attributes (ref id
and ref source) of the import relation Ref 1 (Fig. 2(b)):

create table Ref 1 of RefType as
import from src 1.Publications (
id is Key,
source is "Publ 1",
ref id is @tbl1 (References, key, id, References),
ref source is @tbl1 (References, key, source, "Publ_1"));

After importing the source relations into a homogeneous model we are able to integrate them by applying
the union operator. This can be done explicitly in the form Publ 1 union Publ 2 union : : :

union Publ n or by using the advanced metadata facilities provided by FRAQL:

create table Publications of PublType as
select t2.*
from catalog.tables t1, $(t1.table_name) t2
where t1.type_name = "PublType";

create table References of RefType as
select t2.*
from catalog.tables t1, $(t1.table_name) t2
where t1.type_name = "RefType";

With these both relations the retrieval of documents referenced by a given document with identifier
"Ada98" is straightforward:

select t2.id, t2.title, t2.authors
from References t1, Publications t2
where t1.id = "Ada98" and

t1.source = "Pub 1" and
t1.ref_id = t2.id and
t1.ref_source = t2.source;
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key id source

Moo94 Moo94 Publ 2
Mey92 Mey92a Publ 3

(a) Mapping Relation tbl1

id source ref id ref source

Ada98 Publ 1 Sco98 Publ 1
Ada98 Publ 1 Mey92a Publ 3
Sco98 Publ 1 Moo94 Publ 2

(b) Import Relation Ref1

Figure 2: References Relations

However, the evaluation of the above query requires access to all sources, because it cannot be de-
termined which source relation contains the document. But this information is available in attribute
source. Therefore, we can formulate a more efficient query by using the FRAQL mechanism for
variable substitution:

select t2.id, t2.title, t2.authors
from References t1, $(t1.ref source) t2
where t1.id = "Ada98" and

t1.source = "Pub 1" and
t1.ref_id = t2.id;

This query is evaluated in the following steps:

(1) In relation References the tuples with value ”Ada98” for attribute id are selected as result set
t1.

(2) From the resulting tuples the names of the relations containing the referenced entries are determined.

(3) In these relations the tuples with id equals to ref id are selected as result set t2.

(4) The cross product of both result sets is computed followed by the projection according the select
clause.

However, this query reformulation should be done automatically by the query processor. Currently, we
are investigating appropriated query optimization techniques.

5 Prototype implementation

The previous sections presented concepts and methods to support the integration of metadata in the field
of digital libraries. The subject of this section is the description of a prototype providing metadata of
citations in a heterogenous environment. For a single point of access to metadata via a uniform interface
an appropriate federated system is required. In principle the architecture of such a system comprises
four layers: an application layer, a federation layer, an adapter layer and a data layer. On the data layer,
all metadata of citations in this scenario are provided preserving the autonomy of data sources. For
the representation of metadata in a uniform data format special adapters are introduced on the adapter
layer. With an adapter the data source specific data models are transformed. The query processing and
the integration of metadata from several data sources takes place on the federation layer. All relevant
functionality is provided to the users in form of an object-relational interface on the application layer.
In this application scenario the users have a uniform access interface for citation metadata from several
data sources.

The adapter layer has a special significance in this scenario, because the adapters implement the
access to heterogenous data sources. In principle several adapters are conceivable in this area and the
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generation of adapters is subject of current research work. For example an appropriate adapter for access-
ing HTML pages is presented in [SH99]. In the following, a generic adapterfor the access of metadata
in XML [BPSM98] format is discussed. The usage of XML is an approach to exchange metadata about
citations in the above scenario. All XML documents have their own provider-specific DTD.

The approach for the XML adapter is based on the assumption that all metadata are stored in form
of objects with appropriate attributes. The attributes contain all relevant information. Additionally,
the attributes are subdivided into simple and complex attributes, the latter containing other attributes.
During the exchange of metadata about citations different objects like books, articles, or proceedings are
considered. Therefore the XML adapter is implemented on the basis of meta object types according to
the object-relational model of the federation layer.

For the usage of object types the introduction of a mapping between the provider specific DTD and
the adapter specific DTD is required. XML data are transformed to corresponding object types by an
appropriate parser. Due to the provider specific DTD the necessary mapping information are specific for
each provider. For the realization of this mapping we propose the application of XSLT [Cla99] in the
adapter. XSLT is a stylesheet language for transforming XML documents into other XML documents.
It is used in the adapter for transforming the provider specific XML data into XML data suitable for
processing by the adapter. Hence, not only the special XML files but also an appropriate XSLT file is
required as an input for the adapter.
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Figure 3: Architecture for XML Adapters

Finally, in Fig. 3 the architecture of our generic XML adapter is specified. In principle, the archi-
tecture consists of four parts: a query translator, an XML parser and a result translator. By using a
query translator, requests to the adapter are transformed into specific requests for special data sources
and those requests are transmitted. In the data source the requests are executed. The execution results
are made available for the adapter in XML format. By means of a generic XML parser and the usage
of appropriate XSLT information the special XML files are transformed into an internal representation.
In this representation generic object types and according attributes are used. Based on this the results
are transformed in compliance with the request in the result translator. In general, the query expression
generated by the federation layer is parsed in the adapter. A source description specifying the query
capabilities of the source is part of the adapter configuration and is currently stored in a separate XML
file. Based on this, a query statement for the data source is generated in form of a simple CGI request.

Using the programming language Java and the ORACLE XML Parser classes, a prototype of the
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generic XML adapter was implemented. In this prototype, the approach based on object types and
attributes for the generic XML adapter was verified. The prototype is currently being tested on various
XML citation metadata in a heterogenous environment.

6 Application

In this section, we briefly describe some possible usage scenarios for the described system. An appli-
cation can use citation information through interfaces provided by the federation layer, for instance by
executing SQL statements using the JDBC interface. Examples for basic usage scenarios could be the
following:

Publications citing a given publication: Once we have found a publication we can easily retrieve in-
formation from various sources by simply executing the following standard SQL statement.

select p.source, p.id, p.title, p.authors
from References r, Publications p
where p.id = r.id and p.source = r.source

and r.ref_id = "90140218" and r.ref_source = "SpringerLink";

Using a computationally complete language, a closure of a certain depth can easily be derived
from an originating publication that can be used as a starting point for studies in a certain area.

Most often cited publications: Statistical information derived from citation information can be used
as a very simple measure for the usefulness of a publication.

select count(*) as num, p.title, p.authors
from References r, Publications p
where r.ref_id = p.id and r.ref_source = p.source
group by r.ref_source, r.ref_id
having count(*) > 10
order by num desc;

This query returns all publications that are referenced more than ten times.

We present here only very few use cases, but a large class of useful information can be extracted in
this simple way.

By integrating a number of sources we gain access to a large amount of data that can again be used
to apply Knowledge Discovery in Database(KDD) techniques and thus extract higher level information
that might be useful. A simple scenario could be the following: based on the stored citation data we can
build clusters [CHY96, FPSM92] by finding medoids that represent central objects. Those medoids are
representative for a certain cluster of objects by having a minimal overall distance (citation steps) from
objects within this cluster and on the other hand are most distinct from all other medoids found. Those
clusters can be used in different ways:

� An alerting service for instance can inform a user about publications that are most likely interesting
for him, because the new publication cites papers within a cluster the user marked as interesting for
him. The user profile, i.e. “what is interesting” for the user, can as well be gathered automatically
from previous query results or traversals.

� The clusters themselves can be considered useful information, as they represent certain research
fields and/or working groups. Within these clusters we can easily apply measures as to which
publications are “essential”, i.e., are cited often from within the cluster, or “basic”, i.e., cited often
but do not cite many other papers within the cluster.
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We are planning to investigate how well known techniques from the area of KDD can be applied in
the area of database federations [SS99] and especially in the application area of citation linking.

7 Conclusion

We presented an approach to integrate citation linking information available in various sources based on
concepts from the area of federated database systems. For this purpose, we used the FRAQL language
which provides mechanisms for resolving conflicts arising from the process of the integration of het-
erogeneous data sources. Furthermore, we described an architecture based on the FRAQL system that
allows seamless integration of a great variety of different sources.

The proposed approach can be considered a platform for the representation of citation information
that can be used to build an integrated citation index. It is not yet a fully functional solution that satisfies
all real life requirements that would exist for such a system. We consider the building process of the
described mapping table as the most critical issue. Building such a table manually is not a feasible
solution in most cases, but we believe that our approach provides a general basis for the automatic
generation. On the one hand, we can use the provided integration platform to import and combine
various existing citation indexes. On the other hand, we can provide additional functionality and a
locally replicated subset of metadata that can help to identify objects and assign them a unique global
identifier of the described format. Whenever publications from a source of bibliographical data are
accessed, the following process is can be triggered: the source name, the local identifier and a candidate
key sufficient to identify the abstract representation of a work in a global scope (in most cases probably
title and authors) is extracted and matched against an existing table of these cached information. This
can be done using techniques from statistics and data mining, like described in [BLG98] and [Nei98].
If we find a match, we can add the key and link the newly found local identifier to the match found
as another manifestation, thereby establishing a structure similar to DOI nesting. In this case, we can
discard the now duplicate data required to identify the object. If we fail to find such a match, the full
record of the global key plus its identifying metadata is cached.

The proposed system would not conflict with the DOI infrastructure, which will provide a general
solution for the citation linking problem, but instead could complement and support it in the early stages
by providing DOi’s for systems that do not yet support DOI and help to look up DOi’s based on biblio-
graphical data.
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